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              Good morning students, 

We are discussing about future tense.In this connection, 

today ,I will discuss further. 

                       FUTURE PERFECT TENSE 

The  future perfect tense is used :  

To indicate an action  which will be completed before 

a certain time in future. 

Examples: (a)I shall have left  before you return from office. 

                    (b) They will have finished  serving food by the 

                         time you reach the restaurant. 

FORM  OF   FUTURE PERFECT TENSE  

Form of future perfect tense is: 

Will have + past participle form  of the verb 

Examples: (a)He will have prepared his speech by Tuesday. 

(b) She will have written  the letter by evening. 

(c) The baby will have gone to sleep by evening. 

 

FUTURE. PERFECT  CONTINUOUS TENSE 

The future perfect continuous tense is used: 

UI kiTo refer a long action before a particular time  

in future. 

Example: The choir will have been singing  for 

an hour before the play starts 

 

• To refer  to an action that will begin at a particular 



• Time in future.and will continue beyond  that time 

Examples:  Sneha will have been sleeping for two 

hours ,by the time the maid  reaches the house. 

 

FORMS OF FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE 

 

Form of future perfect continuous tense is : 

Will have been + - ing form of verb  

Examples(a) They will have been sleeping for one 

                   hour by 8o’ clock . 

                (b)  She will have been talking to her neighbour 

                     for thirty minutes by 6o’ clock 

                 (c)He will have been cycling for about an hour  by  

                       the time sun sets. 

Complete the following sentences by using verb forms  in 

future perfect or future perfect continuous tense. 

1.The chief minister _______(inaugurate)the new flyover  by 

the end of this week.(future perfect) 

 

2.The  animals __________(perform) in the circus for three hours 

by the time the show gets over.(future perfect continuous tense) 

 

3.1 _______(finish) this novel by the time mother returns from  

the market.(future perfect) 

 

4.The annual sports meet_________(go)on for five hours by the 

time it gets darks.(future perfect continuous) 
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